
We are a global technology company, specialized in business digital 

transformation and innovation, with a focus on personalized solutions and 

professional services.. 

Our mission is to help companies to adopt technologies in order to increase 

agility, reduce costs, maximize performance, and overcome the 

challenges of the new digital age.

Consolidate application code and its dependencies in 
containers, deploy as microservices, and manage processes 
using DevOps tools.

Modernized developer experience with the 
best tools.
More complete tools from repository to 
production.
Scaling of servers and infrastructure services 
to manage.

>35%
of all productive 

applications will be cloud 
native by 2021.

What is 
Modernizing 

Applications?

APIs
Expose services as 

APIs to facilitate 
integration.

Containers
Standard implementation format 
to abstract code from the 
differences in the infrastructure 
associated with the application.

DevOps
People, processes and 
technology that promote 
collaborative construction and 
delivery.

Microservices
Architectural approach to 

develop an application as a 
collection of modular and 

loosely coupled services.

Speed to 
innovate.

Reliability.

Security at scale.

Fully managed database services with high 
availability> 99,999
Single digit millisecond latencies on reads and 
writes.
Available in more regions than any other cloud 
provider.

$ 1 billion investment each year in 
security.
> 90 compliance certifications.
Out-of-the-box integration with Azure Policy, 
Active Directory, and Security Center.



Example of Modernized 
Architecture

Client apps Load Balancer
Azure Kubernetes 
Service (AKS)

External data 
sources

Azure Cosmos 
DB

Active 
Directory Monitor Key Vault

RBAC

Docker 
pull

Helm 
upgrade

Docker 
push

Pipelines 
CI/CD

Container 
registry

CNCF Helm 
Microservices

NGINX 
Controller

Frontend Ingress

Kubernetes

Scenarios to modernize

Modernize business-
critical applications.

SaaS solutions. Real-time 
telemetry.

Geo-distributed 
applications.

Device 

Azure 
Traffic 
Manager

Azure API 
Management AKS

Azure 
Cosmos DB

Apache 
Spark

Virtual 
nodes

Azure 
Functions

Azure 
Notification 
Hub

Azure 
CDN

Azure File 
StorageUse case | Retail

Handle spikes in demand 
with ease.

The customer wants to offer its users a fast and reliable quality 
of service during seasonal periods and other periods of high 
traffic demand:

Instant and elastic scaling controls traffic and sales spikes without 
having to manually manage infrastructure.

Access data with low latency from anywhere for fast and robust user 
experiences.

High availability in multiple data centers.



Dev 
environment

AKS dev 
cluster

Inner loop

Source code control
Azure Container 
Registry AKS production cluster

Azure Policy

Are you ready for a 
journey to the Cloud?
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CONTACT US

Increase team agility with simplified DevOps without 
compromising security:

Faster code delivery with managed Kubernetes and built-in CI / CDs.

Accelerate feedback and monitoring in real time.

Balancing speed and security with continuous security and deep traceability.

Microsoft + Nubiral.
As Gold Cloud Partner we work together with Microsoft 
every day to be able to offer our clients the most innovative 
solutions based on the different microservices and 
capabilities that the Azure cloud offers, meeting the 
different business requirements.

In addition, our team is constantly being trained and 
certified in the Azure services portfolio.

Use case | E-Commerce

Continuous delivery of new features in no-cut 
applications.

Azure Monitor

App 
telemetry

Container 
health

Container 
image

CI/CD  
Pipelines Helm chart Terraform

Request your POC

Gold Data Platform
Gold Cloud Platform 
Gold Data Analytics

Silver Datacenter
Silver DevOps

Silver Application Integration 
Silver Application Development

https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=%2B525513453861&amp;text&amp;app_absent=0"



